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Photoshop is a totally separate
program. After downloading
and installing, you can use
Photoshop as a standalone
program or in conjunction with
other programs like Adobe
Acrobat, Illustrator, and others.
You can edit an image in
Photoshop or in an Acrobat
document and then print or
publish the image in Acrobat.
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In this course, you’ll learn how
to use Photoshop Elements to
create beautiful designs. Explore
and experiment with this robust
program for free and learn how
to accomplish tasks such as:
Editing images, converting
images into different formats,
creating different types of
images, removing unwanted
objects, adding text to images,
adding watermarks to images,
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adding captions and borders to
images, creating shapes,
converting and retouching
photos into high-quality images,
adding blur effects, creating
HTML5 website graphics and
creating free-form designs in
Photoshop. By the end of this
course, you will be comfortable
creating and editing images,
using elements such as vector
shapes, color and size, and using
gradients to create different
types of effects in Photoshop.
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You will also be able to use the
PSD-Web service to create web
graphics and design mockups of
your own website, using
Photoshop. You will be able to
change the properties of the
elements you use, such as text
and shapes, to create attractive
designs for social media and
marketing. By the end of this
course, you will be able to
design web graphics and create
and edit images in Photoshop
Elements. Course Structure
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Tutorials We’ll start off by
learning about the basic features
of Photoshop Elements. Then,
we’ll learn about the editing
tools available to you as you
take on a new project. You will
learn about layers, visibility, the
grid, and the drawing area. We’ll
also learn about masks and how
to use them in order to edit and
blend multiple images. You’ll
learn to select and edit images,
control the view, and add things
to your canvas, such as colors,
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layers, text, and images. We’ll
go through topics such as
adjustment layers, creating a
new layer, cropping, resizing,
and resampling, making
selections, and using the Lasso
tool. Finally, we’ll learn about
adjusting color and how to
convert images into different
formats. Looking at a variety of
sample projects will help you
apply the skills you learn. We’ll
start with a brief discussion of
the process, and then you’ll learn
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about working with the Styles
Panel and adding new styles. In
addition, we’ll learn about
creating and applying layers,
working with the Lasso tool,
blurring images, making
selections, masking, resizing,
05a79cecff
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1. Field of the Invention The
present invention relates to anti-
theft devices for portable,
generally water filled containers,
and more particularly relates to
a container anti-theft device that
can be applied and removed in a
moment. 2. Background
Information Cans, buckets, and
bottles with a full charge of
beverage, in particular, are
common receptacles for holding
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liquid. Cans and buckets, by
virtue of their volume and
shape, can be difficult to secure.
Typically, one applies a lid or
other cap and thus achieves
some sort of acceptable security.
However, drink containers with
a wide mouth and relatively thin
walls, often referred to as “sippy
cups”, are inconvenient for
drinking out of. It is frequently
difficult to make certain that the
drink cup is properly secured,
and that the drinker cannot
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actually remove the drink from
the cup. It is also inconvenient,
in that the drinker must often
reach into the drink container
and retrieve drink for
consumption. It is known that in
a variety of situations, people
have come up with solutions to
this problem. For example,
people have devised over-the-
shoulder and shoulder bags
designed to secure the container.
In a typical example, the user
places the container on the
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shoulder bag and straps the bag
around the upper torso of the
user in a manner that holds the
container to the user. However,
shoulder bags are inconvenient,
and in the case of over-the-
shoulder bags, the weight of the
drink container can make the
bag very heavy. Additionally,
shoulder bags can become
unsightly when an individual
uses the same shoulder bag for
periods of time to carry several
different beverages. It is also
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known to provide a tie-on pouch
for a bottle of juice or other
liquid, by use of a strap affixed
to the pouch and having a
buckle affixed to the container.
In such a tie-on pouch, the user
may affix the bottle to the
pouch by first tying the tie on
the strap to the container. An
example of such a pouch is
available from Thule. The pouch
and strap arrangement adds a
further complication by adding
a further length of strap to
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fasten the container to the user.
This can present additional
problems if the user takes the
container off of the pouch in the
vicinity of patrons or other
people. If the user has not
removed the tie-on pouch from
his or her person, then the user
must spend a moment to untie
the tie-on pouch and then affix
the tied pouch to the bottle
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Q: default.asp.gz file not in
Tomcat directory I have
configured apache httpd to run
on port 80 and i have configured
Windows NT domain to be the
domain controller and have
tomcat installed on the same
machine. when i go to my
localhost(i.e 127.0.0.1) my
browser shows default.asp.gz
instead of default.asp. My
VirtualHost in Apache httpd-
conf/httpd.conf is:
DocumentRoot "/home/myfiles/
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virtual/localhost" ServerName
www.localhost ServerAlias
127.0.0.1 Here is my tomcat
directory: C:\Users\myname\Do
cuments\apache-
tomcat-5.5.16\webapps My
context.xml is: When i try to run
the server using net stop, net
start, etc., it works fine but
when i try to access the tomcat
directory directly in browser it
gives me default.asp.gz. When i
look in the tomcat directory
using ls -al it says this:
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drwxrwxrwx 2 root root 4096
2010-01-16 09:54. drwxrwxrwx
20 root root 4096 2010-01-16
09:54.. -rw-r--r-- 1 root root 19
2010-01-16 09:54 default.asp.gz
How can i get default.asp.gz to
show up when i type localhost/m
yname/myfiles/virtual/localhost.
A: This is not a problem with
Tomcat. Your virtual host
configuration for Apache is
incorrect. You have created a
vhost for www.localhost, but
you have not configured it to
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listen on port 80. You have set
the document root to "/home/my
files/virtual/localhost" and the
web application is available at lo
calhost/myfiles/virtual/localhost.
If you were setting this up for a
production environment, then
you would want the context root
to be set to "/" and the document
root to be set to "/var/www". It
is more common to have a
separate docroot and webapp
directory in production. Since
you are using Tomcat
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System Requirements:

Minimum requirements: OS:
Windows XP SP2, Vista, 7, 8
Processor: Intel P4 @ 1.6 GHz
or AMD Athlon 64 @ 1.8 GHz
Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics:
Intel GMA 950, NVIDIA
GeForce 9500GT, Radeon HD
2000 Video: Intel GMA 950,
NVIDIA GeForce 9500GT,
Radeon HD 2000 Hard disk: 1
GB free disk space DirectX:
Version 9.0c or later
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Multimedia: Windows Media
Center and Windows Audio
Player
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